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Abstract

We describe a core system for autonomous navigation in outdoor natural terrain. The system consists of three parts: a perception module which processes range images to identify untraversable regions of the terrain, a local map management module which maintains a representation of the environment in the vicinity of the vehicle, and a planning module which issues commands to the vehicle controller. Our approach is to use the concept of "early traversability evaluation," and on the use of reactive planning for generating commands to drive the vehicle. We argue that our approach leads to a robust and efficient navigation system. We illustrate our approach by an experiment in which a vehicle travelled autonomously for one kilometer through unmapped cross-country terrain.

1 Introduction

Autonomous navigation missions through unmapped open terrain are critical in many applications of outdoor mobile robots. To successfully complete such missions, a mobile robot system needs to be equipped with reliable perception and navigation systems capable of sensing the environment, of building environment models, and of planning safe paths through the terrain. In that respect, autonomous cross-country navigation imposes two special challenges in the design of the perception system. First, the perception must be able to deal with very rugged terrain. Second, the perception system must be able to reliably process a large number of data sets over a long period of time.

Several approaches have been proposed to address these problems. Autonomous traverse of rugged outdoor terrain has been demonstrated as part of the ALV [11] and UGV [10] projects. JPL's Robby used stereo vision [9] as the basis of its perception system and has been demonstrated over a 100 m traverse in outdoor terrain. Other efforts include: France's VAP project which is also based on stereo vision [2]; the MIT rovers which rely on simple sensing modalities [1]. Most of these perception systems use range images, from active ranging sensors or passive stereo, and build a map of the terrain around or in front of the vehicle. The planning systems use the maps to generate trajectories. The approaches used in the existing planning systems range from purely reactive to fully proactive, depending on the type of maps. The main questions in building such systems are: What should be in the map, and when should the map be computed?

In this paper, we argue that relatively simple methods of obstacle detection and local map building are sufficient for cross-country navigation. Furthermore, when used as input to a reactive planner, the vehicle is capable of safely traveling at significantly faster speeds than would be possible with a system that planned an optimal path through a detailed, high-resolution terrain map. Moreover, we argue that an accurate map is not necessary because the vehicle can safely traverse relatively large variations of terrain surface. For these reasons, we propose an approach based on "early evaluation of traversability" in which the output of the perception system is a set of untraversable terrain regions used by a planning module to drive the vehicle. The system relies on "early evaluation" because the perception module classifies regions of the terrain as traversable or untraversable as soon as a new image is taken. As we will show, early traversability evaluation allows for a more reactive approach to planning in which steering directions and speed updates are generated rapidly and in which the vehicle can respond to dangerous situations in a more robust and more timely manner.

The goal of this paper is to present and discuss the performance of the overall system. We start by giving an overview of the approach and of the system architecture in Section 2; we then describe the performance of the system in an actual experiment in Section 3. We focus on the individual components of the system in Sections 4 to 6. More detailed descriptions of the components may be found in [5] for the local map module, [12] for the planning component, and in [8] for the complete system description.

2 Early Evaluation of Traversability: Overview

The perception and navigation system was developed as part of the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) project. The support vehicle is a retrofitted HMWVV suitable for cross-country navigation (Figure 1). The sensor is the Erim laser range finder which acquires 64x256 range images at 2 Hz. An estimate of vehicle position is available at all times by combining readings from an INS system and from encoders. The goal of this system is to enable the vehicle to travel through unmapped rugged terrain at moderate speeds, typically two to three meters per second.

Because of the speed requirement, the perception system must update the local terrain map fast enough to keep up with vehicle motion. For that reason, it is impractical to
build a detailed, high-resolution terrain map every time a new image is taken. Moreover, an accurate map is not necessary because the vehicle can safely tolerate relatively large variation of terrain surface. For these reasons, we used in this example an approach based on “early evaluation of traversability” in which the output of the perception system is a set of untraversable terrain regions which is used by a planning module to drive the vehicle. Untraversable regions are terrain features such as high slopes, ditches, or tall objects which would endanger the vehicle. The system relies on “early evaluation” because the perception module classifies regions of the terrain as traversable or untraversable as soon as a new image is taken. This has the advantage of reducing the amount of data passed to the planner for path generation and reducing the amount of computation needed in later stages of planning.

Figure 1: The testbed vehicle.

Figure 2: Architecture of the navigation system.

Figure 2 summarizes the system developed based on the idea of “early traversability”. The perception component of the system consists of a terrain evaluation module which takes images from a range scanner and outputs untraversable regions to a local map manager. The local map manager maintains a consistent description of the terrain around the vehicle as it travels and send periodically a description of the untraversable regions in the vicinity of the vehicle to an arc generation module. The arc generation module rates each arc out of a finite set of arcs between forbidden if the arc hits an obstacle and clear if the arc does not pass close to any obstacle region. The arc generation module generates traversability votes for each of the arcs rather than the best arc to follow next. This permits the combination of these votes with votes from other modules. For example, we have used a goal-seeking module which steers the vehicle toward the next goal point. In practice, any navigation module could be substituted to the goal-seeking module.

3 System Operation: A Typical Mission

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a typical run of the perception and navigation system. Figure 3 (a) shows the environment used in this experiment. The terrain includes hills, rocks, and ditches. The white line superimposed on the image of the terrain shows the approximate path of the vehicle through this environment. The path was drawn manually for illustrative purpose. Figure 3 (b) shows the actual path recorded during the experiment projected on the average ground plane. In addition to the path, Figure 3 (b) shows the obstacle regions as black dots and the intermediate goal points as small circles. In this example, the vehicle completed a one kilometer loop without manual intervention at an average speed of 2 m/s. The input to the system was a set of 10 waypoints separated by about one hundred meters on average. Except for the waypoints, the system does not have any previous knowledge of the terrain. Local navigation is performed by computing steering directions based on the locations of untraversable regions in the terrain found in the range images. An estimated 800 images were processed during this particular run.

Figure 4 shows close-ups of three sections of the loop of Figure 3. The black lines show the approximate paths followed by the vehicle in these three sections. Figure 5 shows the elevation map obtained by pasting together the images taken along the paths. In each figure, the grey polygons are the projections of the fields of view on the ground, the curved grey line is the path of the vehicle on the ground, and the white dots indicate locations at which images were taken. The images are separated by approximately two meters in this case. The paths shown in Figure 5 are the actual paths followed by the vehicle. It is important to note that these maps are included for display purposes only and that the combined elevation maps are not actually used in the system. Finally, Figure 6 shows displays of the local map which is maintained at all times around the vehicle. The squares correspond to 40x40 cm patches of terrain classified as untraversable regions or obstacles. These local maps are computed from the positions shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 by the white arrows. The trajectories are planned using this compact representation rather than the detailed maps of Figure 5.
Figure 3: A Loop through natural terrain.

Figure 4: Local path of vehicle in three sections of the loop of Figure 3. The arrows indicate the locations at which the local maps are displayed in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Display of the terrain as elevation maps for the sections shown in Figure 4. The polygons indicate the projection of the field of view of the sensor on the ground. The white line shows the path followed by the vehicle in this section. The white dots show the positions at which the images were taken. The arrows are placed at the same locations as in Figure 4.
4. Perception

The range image processing module takes a single image as input and outputs a list of regions which are untraversable. After filtering the input image, the module computes the \((x, y, z)\) location of every pixel in the range image in a coordinate system relative to the vehicle's current position. The coordinate system is defined so that the \(z\) axis is vertical with respect to the ground plane, and the \(y\) axis is pointing in the direction of travel of the vehicle. It is convenient to center the coordinate at the point used as the origin for vehicle control, in this case between the two rear wheels, rather than at the origin of the sensor. The transformation takes into account the orientation of the vehicle read from an INS system. The points are then mapped into a discrete grid on the \((x, y)\) plane. Each cell of the grid contains the list of the \((x, y, z)\) coordinates of the points which fall within the bounds of the cell in \(x\) and \(y\). The size of a cell in the current system is 20 cm in both \(x\) and \(y\). This number depends on the angular resolution of the sensor, in this case 0.5°, and on the size of terrain features which need to be detected. The terrain classification as traversable or untraversable is first performed in every cell individually. The criteria used for the classification are the height variation of the terrain within the cell, the orientation of the vector normal to the path of terrain contained in the cell, and the presence of a discontinuity of elevation in the cell. To avoid frequent erroneous classification, the first two criteria are evaluated only if the number of points in the cell is large enough. In practice, a minimum of five points per cell is used. Once individual cells are classified, they are grouped into regions and sent to the local map maintainer.

Figure 7 shows the operation of the perception module in a typical outdoor scene. Figure 7(a) shows a video image of the scene and Figure 7(b) shows the corresponding range image used for evaluating terrain traversability. Figure 7(c) shows the elevation map obtained by converting the range pixels to a Cartesian coordinate system in which \(z\) is approximately the vertical direction with respect to the ground plane. The maximum elevation with respect to the reference plane is one meter in this example. Figure 7(d) shows the result of the traversability evaluation. In this display, the traversable parts of the map are set to 0, the untraversable parts are set to 1. The set of bushes and rocks on the left side of the scene are correctly identified as untraversable. The classification of Figure 7(d) is converted to a list of obstacle patches and sent to the local map manager.

Figure 6: Display of the local traversability map at the locations marked by arrows in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Only the portion of the map in the immediate vicinity of the vehicle is displayed here. The vehicle is depicted by a rectangle. The untraversable regions are shown as squares.
olution is to merge data from a few images before committing to a terrain classification. This solution effectively reduces the maximum detection range because the system has to wait until enough overlapping images are taken before a terrain region is evaluated. In addition, merging images is in itself a difficult problem because it requires precise knowledge of the transformation between images. In particular, even a small error in rotation angles between two images may introduce enough discrepancy between the corresponding elevation terrain maps to create artificial obstacles at the interface between the two maps. (We refer the reader to [6] for a more quantitative description of this problem.) Therefore, unless the vehicle and position estimation systems are designed to produce very accurate pose estimates, it is preferable to not merge images explicitly and to rely on fast processing to compensate for the sparsity of the data.

5 Local Map Management

The purpose of the local map module is to maintain a list of the untraversable cells in a region around the vehicle. In the current system, the local map module is a general purpose module called Ganesha, developed by Dirk Langer [5]. In this system, the active map extends from 0 to 20 meters in front of the vehicle and 10 meters on both sides. This module is general purpose in that it can take input from an arbitrary number of sensor modules and it does not have any knowledge of the algorithms used in the sensor processing modules.

The core of Ganesha is a single loop (Figure 8) in which the first gets obstacle cells from the perception modules, and then places them in the local map using the position of the vehicle at the time the sensor was processed. The sensing position has to be used in this last step because of the latency between the time a new image is taken, and the time the corresponding cells are received by the map module, typically on the order of 600ms. At the end of each loop, the current position of the vehicle is read and the coordinates of all the cells in the map with respect to the vehicle are recomputed. Cells that fall outside the bounds of the active region are discarded from the map. Finally, Ganesha sends the list of currently active cells in its map to the planning system whenever the information is requested. Because the map module deals only with a small number of terrain cells instead of with a complete model, the map update is rapid. In practice, the update rate can be as fast as 50 ms on a SparcII workstation. Because of the fast update rate, this approach is very effective in maintaining an up-to-date local map at all times. One last advantage of Ganesha’s design is that it does not need to know the details of the sensing part of the system because it uses only information from early terrain classification. In fact, the only sensor-specific information known to the map module is the sensor’s field of view which is used for checking for consistency of terrain cells between images as described below.

A different design of the local map module would be to maintain a much larger map with more information than just a list of terrain cells which would theoretically allow the navigation system to use data recorded from earlier images. There are two problems with this approach, however. First, the local map module is now forced to maintain a much larger amount of data, most of which is never used, introducing additional delays in the system. Second, errors in vehicle position accumulate to a point at which most of the map becomes useless. These two problems offset the occasional gain in additional information in the map.

In this design of the navigation system, the local map and planning modules do not have access to the original sensor data and therefore cannot correct possible errors in the output of the perception. In particular, a region which is mistakenly classified as traversable will never be reclassified because the local map module cannot go back to the original data to verify the status of the region. It is therefore important to use conservative values for the detection parameters in order to ensure that all the untraversable regions of the terrain are classified as such. The drawback of this approach is that the perception module may generate terrain regions which are incorrectly classified. For example, this may occur because of noise in the image or because of an erroneous reading of vehicle pose. Because the perception processes images individually without explicitly building maps, it cannot detect that this erroneous classification is inconsistent with previous observations. This problem is solved by the map maintainer which does maintain a history of the observations. Specifically, an untraversable map cell which is not consistent across images is discarded from the local map if it is not reported by the perception module as untraversable in the next overlapping images. Because the terrain classification is fast compared to the speed of the vehicle, many overlapping images are taken during a relatively short interval of distance travelled. As a result, an erroneous cell is deleted before the vehicle starts altering its path significantly to avoid it.

6 Path Planning

The last piece of the system is a trajectory planner which generates commanded steering radius and velocity with a high update rate. The trajectory planner, developed by Julio Rosenblatt [12][13], is composed of several modules. A set of two behaviors generates votes for every possible arc at the current vehicle position. An obstacle avoidance behavior computes the votes based on the distribution of untraversable terrain cells around the vehicle as reported by the local map module. Arcs that steer the vehicle away from the untraversable regions are given a high vote, while arcs that would cause the vehicle to travel through a forbidden region are given low votes. A second behavior gives higher votes to arcs that steer the vehicle toward intermediate goal points. This second behavior ensures that the overall path of
the vehicle follows the desired global trajectory. The last module of the trajectory planner is an arbitrator which combines the votes from the two behaviors and sends the arc with the highest weight to the vehicle controller. Although we describe the architecture for trajectory planning strictly in the context of rugged terrain navigation, the architecture is very general in that it can accommodate a variety of behaviors, it is sensor-independent, and it can implement different strategies for combining weights.

Figure 9 illustrates the operation of the arc generation system. Figure 9(a) shows a display of the local map in the vicinity of the vehicle. The untraversable regions are displayed as before as squares corresponding to 40cm by 40cm terrain patches. Figure 9(b) shows the distribution of votes computed from this local map. The votes are between -1.0 and 1.0. The votes are computed for a list of 39 arcs with turning radii ranging from -8 to +8 meters.

In summary, early evaluation of terrain traversability allows us to achieve continuous motion at moderate speeds by: reducing the amount of computation required by the perception system; simplifying local map management and path planning; hiding the details of sensing from all the modules except perception; and avoiding the problems caused by merging multiple terrain maps using inaccurate position estimates. The drawback of this approach is that an error in the perception system cannot be corrected later in the system because only the perception module has access to the sensor data. This problem is eliminated by using a fast reactive path planner and a simple perception algorithm with fast cycle time relative to vehicle speed, both of which allow the system to correct quickly for occasional perception errors.

While appropriate in many instances, this approach is not suited for all vehicles. In particular, we have made the assumption that the vehicle can safely negotiate terrain variations which are detectable far enough in advance that the vehicle is able to modify its path appropriately. For example, this vehicle at these speeds can tolerate terrain discontinuities of 20cm. With a range resolution of 7cm and an angular accuracy of 0.5°, such a discontinuity can be detected in time to avoid it with an arc of radius less than the minimum turning radius of 7.5 m, assuming a 2Hz image
acquisition rate and an additional 0.5 seconds latency in the system. Sensor acquisition rate and resolution are the two numbers that set hard limits on the speed.

We have described the navigation system as a distributed system composed of three modules. Recently, we have improved our approach by merging all three modules into a single integrated modules. The integrated modules process range images one scanline at a time, extracting obstacle regions, and maintaining its own local map internally. At regular interval, the module evaluates votes for a fixed set of arcs based on the current local map, much in the same way as the arc generation described in Section 6, and sends the votes to an arbiter which combines them with votes from external modules. This integrated approach allows for better performance by eliminating some of the latency due to the distributed nature of the system, and by ensuring that obstacle regions are reported as soon as they are detected by the perception processing.
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